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PC421/621-D 
Module 12  

Learning Guide  

Everyday Theology of Nature:  
Hearing God Amidst the Noise 

 

Before you start...  
 
 Do 30-40 pages of pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide pp6-7 + ~p19ff: pdfs on Moodle) 
 Explore unit guide journal topics, and post to forum (modules 2-11) 
 From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application  
 If it’s your turn, come ready to share about a-z of everyday theology or a spiritual practice 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Well, the course is almost over. In this penultimate module we open with our weekly staples, including A-Z 
of everyday theology, practicing God’s presence, and small group time debriefing the readings and journal 
activities. In particular, we’ll make more space for you to work through a case study you filled out in 
module 1, applying various models of theological reflection to seek wisdom for complex situations. 

Then, after introducing the theme, for sessions 2-3 we’ll head off-site. We’ll meet at 10:30am sharp for a 
10:40am start at J. C. Slaughter Falls, where the road and car-park end and the walks up Mt. Cootha begin. 
(See here for maps.) The aim is to immerse ourselves in the experience of nature, noise and silence (3 
groups) as the base for our theological reflection. See–Judge–Act … each group will explain their 
experience, seek to understand better how we should participate in God’s created world, and change our 
practice in pursuit of truthful action. Then, we will mix the groups up to share our insights with each other, 
before heading back to college from there (back at Malyon by 12:50pm). 

  
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this module are to: 

1. Practice more independent theological reflection applied to case studies. 
2. Engage nature, sound and silence en route to more faithful practice. 

 
OUTCOMES 
On completion of this module, students are expected to form an everyday theology of either nature or 
noise that alters one weekly pattern of how he or she lives.  
 
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 9:20-10:10am, then 10:30-11:20am and 11:25am-12:15pm) 
9:20 Weekly Praxis: A-Z Everyday Theology, Practicing God’s Presence, Case Studies (25 minutes) 
 Introduction to Topic (25 minutes)  Leave by 10:10 for Mt. Cootha here by 10:30, for 10:40 start. 
10:40 Everyday Theology V: NATURE AND NOISE (80 minutes) 
12:00 Head back down the mountain and return to College from there (25 minutes + travel) 

http://goo.gl/maps/M5ffO
http://goo.gl/maps/M5ffO
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2.  WEEKLY PRACTICES 

2.1 Opening Prayer, Courtesy of Michael Leunig  

We give thanks for singers.  
All types of singers. 
Popular, concert singers and 
tuneless singers in the bath. 
Whistlers, hummers and those 
who sing while they work. 
 
Singers of lullabies; singers of nonsense 
and small scraps of melody. 
Singers on branches and rooftops. 
Morning yodellers and evening warblers. 
Singers in seedy nightclubs, singers in the street; 
 
Singers in cathedrals, school halls, grandstands, 
back yards, paddocks, bedrooms, corridors, 
stairwells and places of echo and resonance. 
 
We give praise to all those who give some small voice 
To the everyday joy of the soul. 
 
Amen  

 
Or, perhaps the following prayer, “Psalm for the Vancouver Rainy Season” will express your heart:1 
 

Jesus, Lord of light, you rain down grace to me. 

You drum down my drainpipes drip off my mottled eaves 

pour with strength through my scum-filled streets. 

My asphalt, my brick, my aluminum siding are soaked to their man-made bones. 

I squint and try to see where my apartment slips against the sky, where clouds like shells exhale 

one hundred different shades of pale. 

I puzzle at the puddle at my feet moved suddenly by a broken drop. 

The drop breaks so I will not be broken as it races breakneck down and down to me. 

Why do you split the rain Instead of splitting me? 

And yet you do; I am ripped open wide to your most tender trickle. 

I am pricked by your whiskers, the tiny cool pins on my bared arm. 

I cannot escape the light-show on the 

streaming panes of my eye 

strewn with cut water diamonds of yours. 

Jesus, Lord of light, you rain down grace to me. 

                                                           
1 Sarah Taylor Ko, “Psalm for the Vancouver Rainy Season,” CRUX 36, no. 4 (December 2000), 44. 

http://leunig.com.au/works/prayers
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 DRAWING FROM THE POOL OF NAMES, MODULE 12’S CONTRIBUTORS WILL BE …  
Y-Z OF EVERYDAY THEOLOGY: ______________ SPIRITUAL PRACTICE: _________________ 
 

Class Activity 12.1 … A-Z of Everyday Theology (5 mins) 
 
Most modules (2-7, 9-10 + 12), one pre-selected student will share a theology of everyday life related to 
one of the assigned letters (see the unite guide pp6-7, or below). That is, use the pdf under module 1 
optional readings “The Complete Book of Everyday Christianity (Banks and Stephens)”. Here’s the 
reference, found on hold in Malyon’s Library (248.03 BAN): 
 
Banks, Robert J, and R Paul Stephens (eds). The Complete Book of Everyday Christianity: An A-to-Z Guide 
to Following Christ in Every Aspect of Life. (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1997). 
 
On pages 1161-1166 you’ll find an alphabetical index of all the topics covered in this book. Each entry is 
fairly short, normally 3-5 pages, so you can either skim it in the library, or photocopy it for later 
reference. Choose a topic that interest you. In all this should take you at most 30 minutes to prepare … 
don’t go overboard, and it’s not for marks! Prepare to share some thoughts for 5 minutes in class, 
covering: 
 

1. What aspect of everyday life you’re focusing on, and what it looks like in your life (tell a story to 
describe it, or put it in a scenario): What is going on? 

2. Interpret this everyday action in the context of your life, drawing on insights from whatever 
sources help you better understand your actions (e.g. secular sources like science, sociology, and 
definitely Scripture and/or tradition): Why is this going on? 

3. What are 2 key questions we might all ask ourselves to better reflect on this aspect of everyday 
life as we seek truthful action? 

4. Drawing especially on Scripture, what are some wise principles (phronēsis) that might shape how 
we integrate our theology and practices (praxis), changing our habits in seeking first Christ’s 
Kingdom to the glory of God? That is, how will you act differently for having reflected on this? 
What ought to be going on, and How might we respond? 

5. We’ll then close this segment as one other student prays for you, and the class, that we may live 
faithfully every day as we follow Christ. 

 
In simplest terms, tell a story drawing out this aspect of your everyday life, to answer 3 key questions: 

What is going on and why? What ought to be going on? How might we respond?2 
 
Here are your letter options for each week: 
MODULE 02: A-C (Student: _______________)   MODULE 03: D-F (Student: _______________) 
MODULE 04: G-I (Student: _______________)    MODULE 05: J-L (Student:  _______________) 
MODULE 06: M-O (Student: ______________)   MODULE 07: P-R (Student: _______________) 
MODULE 08: Skip this week                                     MODULE 09: S-U (Student: _______________) 
MODULE 10: V-X (Student: _______________)    MODULE 12: Y-Z (Student: _______________) 
 

 

                                                           
2 These questions are posed by Graham Stanton, “Reforming ‘Practical Theology’: Can a Reformed Theologian have 
Their Scripture and Practice Too?” St. Mark’s Review 224 (May 2013), 23, http://search.informit.com.au/ 
documentSummary;dn=136898995848871;res=IELHSS (accessed June 5, 2013). This article is posted to Moodle, 
Module 1, Extra Resources. Stanton is simplifying Richard Osmer’s four questions in Practical Theology: An 
Introduction (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2008), 4. 
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Class Activity 12.2 … Practicing God’s Presence (5 mins) 
One pre-selected student each week will share an everyday practice (‘spiritual discipline’) that keeps 
you alert to God’s presence throughout the week. It could be something you do to keep you from sin, to 
redirect your focus, to remind you to pray, to dedicate your day to God, to centre your heart, to alleviate 
anxiety, to count your many blessings … whatever it is, this practice should engage your whole being 
(“loving the Lord your God with your whole heart, soul, mind, and strength,” so, it should be bodily as 
well, not just a cognitive exercise). 
 
Simply share on these points: 

1. What is the practice: explain and demonstrate it, explaining the idea behind this particular action 
2. Share how you’ve gone putting it into practice – e.g. what works, what doesn’t work, what effect 

has it had, any practical tips? 
3. How might we as a group try it out this coming week? (We debrief this next module) 
4. Which fruit of the Spirit will it help cultivate? (love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, 

gentleness, faithfulness, and self-control) 
 
If you want more guidance and ideas for topics, check out these sources in the library [248.4]: 

Bass, Dorothy C., and Mary Shawn Copeland. Practicing Our Faith: A Way of Life for a Searching People, revised 2nd 
edition. Hoboken, N.J: Jossey-Bass, 2010. [248.4 BAS] 

Benedict, and Luke Dysinger. The Rule of St. Benedict: Latin & English. Trabuco Canyon, Calif: Source Books, 1997. 
Online here. 

Calhoun, Adele Ahlberg. Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices That Transform Us. Downers Grove, Ill: 
InterVarsity Press, 2005. [248.4 CAL] 

Foster, Richard J. Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth. London: H&S, 1980. [248.4 FOS] 

Lawrence. The Practice of the Presence of God, Being Conversations and Letters of Nicholas Herman of Lorraine, 
Brother Lawrence. Westwood, N.J.: Revell, 1958. [209.2 LAW] 

Ortberg, John. The Life You've Always Wanted: Spiritual Disciplines for Ordinary People. Johannesburg: Struik 
Christian Books, 2005. 

Scazzero, Peter. Daily Office: Remembering God's Presence Throughout the Day: Begin the Journey. Barrington, 
IL: Willow Creek Assn, 2008. [242.2 SCA] 

Shamy, Andrew, Sam Bloore and Roshan Allpress. The Hare and the Tortoise: Learning to Pace Ourselves in a World 
Gone Mad. Lynfield, Auckland: Compass Foundation, 2011. [248.4 SHA] 

Stevens, R. Paul. Disciplines of the Hungry Heart: Christian Living Seven Days a Week. Wheaton, Ill: H. Shaw, 1993. 
[248.4 STE] 

Volf, Miroslav, and Dorothy C. Bass. Practicing Theology: Beliefs and Practices in Christian Life.  
Grand Rapids, Mich: Eerdmans, 2002. [230 VOL] 

Willard, Dallas. Renovation of the Heart: Putting on the Character of Christ.                
Colorado Springs, CO: NavPress, 2002. [248.4 WIL] 

Willard, Dallas. The Spirit of the Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives.            
London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1996. [online here] 

 
Here is a quick list of the disciplines mentioned in Foster's book (see also here): 
 Inner Disciplines: Meditation | Prayer | Fasting | Study 
 Outer Disciplines: Simplicity | Solitude | Submission | Service 
 Corporate Disciplines: Confession | Worship | Guidance | Celebration 
 
Remember, spiritual disciplines include activities like hospitality, singing, “the Jesus prayer” and more. 
You’re only limited by your imagination: whatever thick practices that form new habits that shape your 
heart towards the Kingdom of God are ripe for exploring! (See Christ’s Pieces Practices here.) 
 

https://christspieces.org/practices/
http://www.ccel.org/ccel/benedict/rule.i.html
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0060694424/ref=rdr_ext_tmb#reader_0060694424
http://www.soulshepherding.org/2012/07/spiritual-disciplines-list/
http://www.goarch.org/ourfaith/ourfaith7104
https://christspieces.org/practices/
http://www.amazon.com/Spiritual-Disciplines-Handbook-Practices-Transform/dp/0830833307#reader_0830833307
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Class Activity 12.3 … Group Time (15 mins: case study only) 
 
Each module we’ll break into the same small groups of ~3-4 people. You can join with who you like, and 
change around if you’d rather, but can I suggest you find a stable group of the same sex. This will help in 
debriefing some more personal journal questions as the course progresses. 
 
Here’s the things you’re to work through: 
 

1) Which of the pre-readings did you engage? Share a brief summary of the key points. (You may 
even find it helpful during this time to divvy up the next module’s readings, so between you 
they’re all covered.) [5 minutes] 

 
2) From what you read, debrief using these four aspects [10-15 minutes] 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 
 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 
 -an implication—“so what” for your theology of everyday life 

 -an application—something useful right now in your context 
 
(It’s helpful to jot notes using these 4 themes (Q/C/I/A) as you read outside class. This helps you engage 
what’s said, without getting too hung up on the details as you’re not examined on this. That said, each 
journal entry you need to engage with *one* of the recommended readings.) 
 

3) Debrief the previous module, keeping it at the level of what it means in your life as you seek to 
integrate your theology and your everyday activities. Focus in on the RELATED JOURNAL 
QUESTION for modules 2-11 (discussed and due in weeks 3-12). Pray for each other [15 minutes] 

 
Journal #10 (re: module 11): Share and critically reflect on your practice of either (a) eating;  
(b) consuming resources; (c) hospitality, particularly for the stranger. 
Journal #11 (PC621 only: OVERVIEW, 500 words, due same date): Complete one final reflection as an 
OVERVIEW. In 500 words you are to (a) explain (describe), understand (interpret—make sense of) and 
suggest how to change *one* aspect of your life evidencing the greatest disparity between what you 
believe in your head, and practice with your body, i.e. aligning your thinking and doing; (b) suggest the 
most important lifestyle changes you plan to make in response to this course, to better use your time. 
 
(n.b. Moodle has the journal question as a FORUM under each module, 2-11. You don’t have to post your 
150-200 word reflections onto this forum—especially if it’s more personal than you want to reveal—
however doing this weekly may be a helpful discipline to process as the course progresses rather than 
leaving it to the last minute. Additionally, it engages the online students as you share your thoughts and 
respond to what others share. So, give it a go!) 
  

4) Offer a brief statement about your use of your time during the previous week, together with a 
concise self-evaluation. How did you go with trialling the student-led spiritual discipline from last 
module, trying to “practice the presence of God” in your everyday life? [5mins] 
 

5) This module, give priority to a case study from the jar, and work through these questions:  
What is going on and why? What ought to be going on? How might we respond? 

 
(Across this course, our hope is that theological reflection on all of life would become second nature. 
While it’s not the simplest model, I think the “five movement” adaptation of Richard Osmer’s approach is 
a great frame. Why not try it with the case study above? Or, use any of the following …) 
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Models of Theological Reflection – try these out with the Case Studies: 
 
A. Simple = See  Judge  Act 

1. What is going on and why?  
2. What ought to be going on?  

3. How might we respond? 
Every model of theological reflection—regardless of 
the number of steps—should be concerned with 
explaining a practical situation, understanding the 
situation through a dialogue between secular and 
theological perspectives, and finally changing the 
situation with renewed praxis.3 
 
B. Intermediate = The Pastoral Cycle4 
 
Experience (of the concrete tension in a local context)   

Exploration (analysis of the situation through insights from secular and 
religious critical perspectives)  

Reflection (seeking to correlate these insights toward guides for action)  

Action (new practices directed by reflective-practitioners that, once 
implemented, start another progressive spiral) 

 
C. Advanced = “Five Movements” and DECIDE5 
 

Describe: Describe the social condition, individual or group practice, activity or behaviour that you 
are addressing. 

Explore: Explore alternative non-theological models of explanation or understandings of this 
condition. 

Consider Christian Resources: Consider what biblical studies, historical theology, systematic 
theology, church history and other Christian resources might relate to the condition being studied. 

Integrate/Inform: Compare Christian resources with nontheological models to determine how 
they relate. 

Develop: Develop a practical, concrete new action that can lead to new practices to transform the 
condition. 

Evaluate: Evaluate intended and unintended consequences of new action and practice. 

 

                                                           
3 Gerben Heitink, Practical Theology: History, Theory, Action Domains (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1999), 6, 165. 

4 See Elaine Graham, Heather Walton, and Frances Ward, “Theology-in-Action: Praxis,” in Theological Reflection: 
Methods (London: SCM, 2005), 188-191; Paul Ballard and John Pritchard, Practical Theology in Action: Christian 
Thinking in the Service of Church and Society (London: SPCK, 1996), 18, 67, 74-78, 118-119. 

5 Drawn from my adaptation of Osmer, Practical Theology, 4, 10-11; DECIDE comes from Paul Shrier (2010), cited by 
Graham Stanton, “Reforming ‘Practical Theology’,” 23-24, 27 (n.26); “Christopraxis” comes from Ray Anderson, The 
Shape of Practical Theology: Empowering Ministry with Theological Praxis (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 
2001), 7, 29-31, 47-60. 
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Whatever your model of theological reflection, you should draw on three primary theological resources: 

 Scripture and Theology (this is the “normative-hermeneutical” perspective, cf. Module 3) 

 Cultural sources such as science, psychology, philosophy etc. (this is the “situational-empirical” 
perspective, cf. Module 5) 

 Personal reflection (this is the “experiential-strategic” perspective, cf. Module 5) 
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3.  EVERYDAY THEOLOGY V: NOISE & NATURE 

Resource 12.1  
As per the Unit Guide (~pp19), Moodle has pdfs for recommended and optional readings for Module 10: 
 
Recommended Reading: 

Jeremy Begbie, “Introduction” and “Music in God’s World,” in  
Resounding Truth: Christian Wisdom in the World of Music  
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2007), 13-27, 211-236. 

David Benson, “Recovering Silence: Ancient Wisdom for Modern Evangelicals.”  
Unpublished Essay. Vancouver, BC: Regent College, 2006 (9pp). 

David Benson, “Tjukurpa Versus the Tourist,”  
Wonderingfair.com online here (3pp). 

Optional Reading: 

Ken Duncan, “In the Garden of God’s Creation,” in The Spirit of Oz, ed. Paul O'Rourke (Smithfield, N.S.W.: Strand, 
2012), 98-109. 

Philip Yancey, “Rumors” and “Paying Attention,” in Rumors of Another World: What on Earth Are We Missing?  
(Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2003), 27-42, 43-58 (+ notes pp248-251). 

Don Saliers, “Singing Our Lives,” in Practicing Our Faith: A Way of Life for a Searching People, rev. 2d edition, ed. 
Dorothy Bass and Mary Shawn Copeland (Hoboken, N.J: Jossey-Bass, 2010), 177-191. 

Bruce Epperly, “Practicing the Presence of God in Ministry,” 2011 online here (2pp). 

Rob Bell, “Noise,” Nooma Series #5, in part online here (trailer) 

David Benson, “The Frustrated Photographer,” Wonderingfair.com online here (3pp). 

Hélder Favarin, “Can You Hear the Music,” Wonderingfair.com online here (3pp). 

Steven R. Guthrie, “The Song Shaped Soul,” CASE 34 (2013), 32-37. 

See also the award winning documentaries “In Pursuit of Silence”, “Notes on Blindness”, anything by theologian 
and musicologist Jeremie Begbie (academic page here), e.g. “The Four Ways Music Shapes Us,” Graham Standish’s 
article on “Jazz Church”, and Robert Banks’ reflections on God as a composer/performer in God the Worker. 

 

On the issue of creation care, check out the following links (also under Moodle 12, Extra Resources): 

 The Lausanne Global Consultation on Creation Care, Jamaica Call to Action here (network here) 

 "Creation Care" Evangelical Network here; "Hope for Creation” ecumenical network here 

 A Rocha—evangelical environmental network here (Australian branch here) 

 Common Grace Australian focus on Creation and Climate Justice here 

 Flinders University’s "FORE" Forum on Religion & Ecology here; Uluru Indigenous Statement here 

 “Articulating a Biblical Worldview: Creation” (Mod. 3) as part of the Malyon Christian Worldview 
course here; and Christianity Today article on “Why Conservation Is a Gospel Issue” here 

 Pope Francis’s 2015 Encyclical “Laudato Si’” (On Care for Our Common Home) here 

Students are required to read 30-40 pages (for PC421 & 621 respectively) in preparation from the lecture. This must 
include at least *one* recommended reading, which you must engage in the assessed journal entries for modules 
2-11. Additionally, you can make up the remaining pages by drawing on any of the recommended or optional 
readings that are of interest. This is a key component of your learning in this course. Alongside reviewing the 
lecture notes, this reading comprises 3 hours of your 10 hours per week involvement (p4 Unit Guide). 

https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=10102
http://www.amazon.com/Resounding-Truth-Christian-Engaging-Culture/dp/0801026954/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1378851619&sr=8-1&keywords=Resounding+Truth%3A+Christian+Wisdom+in+the+World+of+Music
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=10277
https://wonderingfair.com/2016/01/14/tjukurpa-versus-the-tourist/
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=10103
http://www.bibleshop.com.au/bookweb/details.cgi?ITEMNO=9781921202339&PAGETITLE=The%20Spirit%20Of%20OZ
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=10104
http://www.amazon.com/Rumors-Another-World-Earth-Missing/dp/0310252172/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1378851966&sr=1-1&keywords=Rumors+of+Another+World%3A+What+on+Earth+Are+We+Missing%3F
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=10105
http://www.amazon.com/Practicing-Our-Faith-Searching-People/dp/047048411X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1378852096&sr=1-1&keywords=Practicing+Our+Faith%3A+A+Way+of+Life+for+a+Searching+People
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=10279
https://alban.org/archive/practicing-the-presence-of-god-in-ministry/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=caazHwVjd2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JdKfSINWyE4
http://wonderingfair.com/2012/02/22/the-frustrated-photographer/
http://wonderingfair.com/2012/09/06/can-you-hear-the-music/
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=10643
https://www.case.edu.au/collections/case-quarterly/products/case-quarterly-34-10th-anniversary-edition
http://www.pursuitofsilence.com/
http://www.notesonblindness.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=jeremy+begbie+music
https://divinity.duke.edu/faculty/jeremy-begbie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szgXgMS4r08
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=16414
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=16081
https://www.amazon.com/God-Worker-Journeys-Heart-Imagination/dp/1606080520/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1507160346&sr=8-1&keywords=god+the+worker
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=10630
http://www.lausanne.org/en/documents/all/2012-creation-care/1881-call-to-action.html
https://www.lausanne.org/networks/issues/creation-care
http://www.creationcare.org/
http://www.hopeforcreation.com.au/
http://www.arocha.org/en/
http://australia.arocha.org/
http://www.commongrace.org.au/climate_change
http://www.flinders.edu.au/ehl/humanities/fore/
https://www.referendumcouncil.org.au/event/uluru-statement-from-the-heart
http://traverse.org.au/base/christian-worldview/
http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2016/september-web-only/why-does-nature-matter.html?share=ABKxcCwNyRGqtbnxh0Xj9HBsnIfsGSdr
https://laudatosi.com/watch
http://www.amazon.com/Resounding-Truth-Christian-Engaging-Culture/dp/0801026954/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1378851619&sr=8-1&keywords=Resounding+Truth:+Christian+Wisdom+in+the+World+of+Music#reader_0801026954
http://www.amazon.com/Rumors-Another-World-Earth-Missing/dp/0310252172/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1378851966&sr=1-1&keywords=Rumors+of+Another+World:+What+on+Earth+Are+We+Missing?#reader_0310252172
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3.1 “God, I Can’t Hear You”  

Ever felt God is distant? Let me reframe: have you ever felt God is inaudible? Yes, the 
Creator of thunder, tornadoes and roaring tigers, is a tad too quiet to hear. 

It seems ridiculous. Why might the ground of all being—who called into existence 
things that never were (Romans 4:17b), and who broke the sound barrier to enter this 
silent planet to speak the words of life—hardly register a decibel? 

And yet, for many of us, that is our experience. 

Could it be, though, that God—like us—refuses to shout over the top of those who 
don’t have “ears to hear” (as Jesus liked to say, cf. Matthew 13:9-16)? Could it be that 

sound, that dynamic reverberation of matter across time, only makes sense when juxtaposed 
with silence? Put more colloquially, could it be that God really did give us one mouth to speak and two ears 
to listen, as it reflects the form in which we find life? 

Both the award winning documentary, In Pursuit of Silence (trailers here), and Rob Bell in Nooma DVD #5 
on Noise, helpfully pose these kinds of questions. (See official trailer here, 2 minute introduction here, and 
full 10 minute video here). 

 Watch both clips. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The clip ends as Bell grabs the remote and switches off the TV. He leaves us in the dark. Literally. Almost a 
minute of silence lapses before he starts to pose some uncomfortable questions for our everyday life. 

 

Does God seem distant and silent? 

Maybe God seems silent because we aren’t really listening? 

 

 Your thoughts? What role does silence and stillness play in your everyday life? 
 What verses or stories in the Bible come to mind when you think of noise, silence, and listening? 

 

For thus saith the Lord GOD, the Holy One of Israel, 
‘In returning and rest you shall be saved;  

in quietness and in trust shall be your strength.’  
 

But you were not willing. (Isaiah 30:15, KJV) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Out_of_the_Silent_Planet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Out_of_the_Silent_Planet
http://www.pursuitofsilence.com/
http://www.pursuitofsilence.com/trailers/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JdKfSINWyE4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=caazHwVjd2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XFoReR_XBE
http://www.amazon.com/Were-God-Make-Myself-Clearer/dp/1876326514/ref=sr_1_10?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1378853849&sr=1-10#reader_B00AH5CFFQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=caazHwVjd2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=64c_1MtQUlM
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3.2 Come Away With Me  

We see the pattern with Elijah encountering the still, small (silent?) voice of God (1 Kings 19). Like David’s 
distressed and distracted sheep in Psalm 23, at times the Great Shepherd must clock us on the head with 
his staff in a beautiful, still place, in order for us to refresh and hear His voice:  

The Lord is my shepherd, I lack nothing. 

He makes me lie down in green pastures, 

He leads me beside quiet waters, 

 He refreshes my soul. 

 (Psalm 23: 1-2).  

 Watch the trailer for the stunning documentary, Notes on Blindness, about how theologian and leading 
academic John Hull grappled with going blind. This forced him to lay down, and hear God’s voice amidst 
nature’s cry afresh, while lost in the dark. (Cf. his books: Touching the Rock: An Experience of Blindness, On 
Sight and Insight: A Journey into the World of Blindness, and In the Beginning there was Darkness.)   

 Has there been a time God made you lie down in green pastures? Why? What changed? 

 Where are your “quiet waters” where God refreshes your soul?  

 Have you ever drunk God’s goodness through an encounter with nature? Share the story.  

 

The pattern re-emerges with the Shepherd of our salvation, Jesus.  

Watch how he works with His disciples in Mark 6:30-32. 
(Granted, the crowds spoiled the silence by following Him 
to that still place. Nevertheless, and reminiscent of Psalm 
23, in verses 45-47 we read that Jesus “made his disciples” 
retreat to a boat, isolated on the sea while He set out to 
the mountain to pray.) 

They are tired, exhausted from the ministry press.  
Worse, they are depressed. Jesus’ harbinger, John the 
Baptist, has lost his head, and the storm of persecution is 
swirling on the horizon.  

“Come away with me, by yourselves, to a quiet place and get some rest.” 

 
 
 
 
It brings to mind another Leunig 
cartoon. My mum had this one 
framed for me—after she’d touched 
it up with some beautiful 
watercolour painting.  
It was a gift during a period of 
depression which was mostly self-
induced from ignoring my limitations 
and living too loud. 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/171760808
http://www.notesonblindness.co.uk/
https://www.amazon.com/John-M.-Hull/e/B001IU0FI8/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_8?qid=1507164896&sr=8-8
https://www.amazon.com/Touching-Rock-Experience-John-Hull/dp/0281077479/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/Sight-Insight-Journey-World-Blindness/dp/1851681418/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/Sight-Insight-Journey-World-Blindness/dp/1851681418/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/Beginning-There-Was-Darkness-Conversations/dp/1563383683/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8
http://www.godtube.com/watch/?v=K66ZLGNX
https://vimeo.com/171760808
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3.3 Then Sings My Soul! 

 As we retreat, embracing the silence, we may discover a new song. It may even be an old song made new 
during a time of suffering—such as President Obama dusting off “Amazing Grace” amidst corporate lament 
over yet another American mass-murder at the hands of a detached gunman (song here; full address here; 
article unpacking its significance from a musical perspective here). Either way, a song says what words 
alone can’t. Ideas matter, but as theologian and musicologist Jeremie Begbie expounds, music forms us. 

Move slowly from silence to song, however.  

As Matt Redman experienced, sometimes we need 
to strip our lives—and even our worship music—
right back until we can be honest with ourselves and 
honest with God. 

It may well be that your experience of music itself—
not the lyrics, or the message, but the 
unadulterated exaltation in well placed notes 
soaring off the score—reawakens the wonder of life. 

 Have you ever felt your spirit soar through immersion in song? 

 What role does music play in your life? Describe what effect it has on you. 

 What Biblical stories and verses come to mind about music and song? Wherein lies the value? 
 
Think, for instance, of David’s skilful harp playing calming the tormented King Saul. Modern 
parallels present, such as “The Soloist” (2009; imdb; trailer + watch), the true story of Nathaniel 
Ayers, a musician who developed schizophrenia and became homeless. The screenplay by 
Susannah Grant is based on the book, The Soloist by Steve Lopez. Musician and TED presenter 
Robert Gupta shares his David–Saul like encounter with Nathaniel Ayers here, in his talk,  
“Music Is Medicine, Music Is Sanity.” The NPR 1 hour radio program on “Beauty” goes to arts as a whole. 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IN05jVNBs64
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x9IGyidtfGI
https://theconversation.com/obamas-amazing-grace-shows-how-music-can-lift-oratory-high-44076
https://divinity.duke.edu/faculty/jeremy-begbie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szgXgMS4r08
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Soloist
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0821642/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OdIYUPc40M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJiz4wPoZR8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nathaniel_Ayers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nathaniel_Ayers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Lopez
https://www.ted.com/talks/robert_gupta
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C_SBGTJgBGo
http://www.npr.org/2013/04/19/174724704/what-is-beauty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4RUjGsTfks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IN05jVNBs64
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szgXgMS4r08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OdIYUPc40M
https://www.ted.com/talks/robert_gupta
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Consider these reflections from theologian and musicologist Jeremy Begbie, from pre-reading this week:6 

On the power of music: 

 “Music also cries out for [theological] attention simply because 
of the immense power it can have in many people’s lives—
something memorably celebrated in movies such as The Pianist, 
Sister Act, Musk of the Heart, and Les Choristes. Few doubt that 
music can call forth the deepest things of the human spirit and 
affect behavior at the most profound levels. Anyone who has 
parented a teenager will not need to be told this—study after 
study has shown that music often plays a pivotal part in the 
formation of young people’s identity, self-image, and patterns of 
behavior. The commercial sector knows that music can affect, 

among other things, the time people spend in a shop, the amount of money spent, and the choice of 
product. Through music, DJs shift the energy levels and social interactions of a club and restaurant 
managers promote an image and mold our moods. Factory workers are relieved of boredom and fatigue; 
warriors forget their fear and rush into battle; the mentally ill are helped to health. Polish sacred music 
played a key role in the solidarities that eventually overturned communism. It is small wonder that some 
totalitarian regimes have been extremely nervous about music (the Taliban administration in Afghanistan 
sought to ban virtually all music because of its perceived social dangers) and that others have unashamedly 
harnessed it precisely because of its influence (the Nazis, for example). Any Christian who cares about the 
good of human society ought to be concerned with what kind of power music might possess and how such 
power might be used responsibly.” (15-16) 

 

On the Practice of Music within the Wisdom of God’s mission: 

“ … music is best thought of first and foremost not as a theory or a ‘thing’ 
but as a set of practices: fundamentally, making and hearing sounds. If music 
can re-sound God’s truth, it will be by doing just that before anything else—
re-sounding it in ways that hold the world enthralled and make us long for 
the kingdom to come.” (26) 

 

On the kinds of deep theological question that our human connection with music might prompt: 

“Where might music find a place in the ecology 
sketched in the last chapter? In the purposes 
of a Triune Creator who has created and 
gathered up all things in Jesus Christ and now 
perfects all things by his Spirit—what can 
music contribute? In a world crafted out of 
freedom and love that praises God in its 
goodness but is never divine, a world made to 
flourish toward its end, a world of ordered 
openness and diverse unity—where do the 
sounds of singing and playing belong? And in 
the human vocation to focus and articulate 
creation’s praise, to discover, respect, develop, 
heal, anticipate, together—how might music 
play a part?” (211) 

                                                           
6 Jeremy Begbie, “Introduction” and “Music in God’s World,” in Resounding Truth: Christian Wisdom in the World of 
Music (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2007), 13-27, 211-236. 

https://divinity.duke.edu/faculty/jeremy-begbie
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=10102
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On what music is within the economy of God: 

“We can begin by describing the activity of music at its simplest: music is one of the ways we can voice 
creation’s praise. We work with physical objects—in God’s good world (our vocal cords, reeds, tubes of 
bamboo, or whatever) and the sounds that come from them, and we form music. Ideally, we do this in a 
way that benefits others in some way and brings God glory. Hearing music, can likewise be a way in which 
we can interact fruitfully with our material, environment, other people, and, indeed, God, and in so doing, 
magnify God’s name.” (212) 

 

On a theology of music and the centrality of gratitude: 

“ … music making and music hearing are ways we engage a sonic order: there are sound-producing 
materials, sound waves, is the human body, and the reality of time. These interacting components with 
which music deals have ultimately arisen through the free initiative of God’s love—they are part of the ordo 
amoris. To treat them as given in this full sense has a series of radical implications for understanding music, 
as we shall see. Here we need only underline that the most basic response of the Christian toward music 
will be gratitude. This does not mean giving unqualified thanks for every bit of music we hear, but it will 
mean being thankful for the very possibility of music. It will mean regularly allowing a piece of music to stop 
us in our tracks and make us grateful that there is a world where music can occur, that there is a reality we 
call ‘matter’ that oscillates and resonates, that there is sound, that there is rhythm built into the fabric of 
the world, that there is the miracle of the human body, which can receive and process sequences of tones. 
For from all this and through all this, the marvel of music is born. None of it had to come into being. But it 
has, for the glory of God and for our flourishing. Gaining a Christian mind on music means learning the glad 
habit of thanksgiving.” (213) 

 

On the materiality (and goodness) of music: 

“A biblically informed Christian response refuses to apologize for music’s embeddedness in material reality 
and actually may want to recover a fuller sense of it. As we have stressed already, music involves physical 
entities as part of the sonic order. Sounds, themselves physical vibrations of the air, are produced by 
regularly constituted material objects. Music comes by pushing air from our lungs through vocal cords, 
plucking taut wire, drawing rough hair over catgut, depressing a key, stimulating the cone of a loudspeaker. 
And none of this in and of itself should make music suspect; indeed, it can remind us that goodness, 
beauty, and truth can be embodied by and expressed in such objects.” (216f.) 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlR3bOsoAdA&t=67s
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3.4 Up We Ascend 

And so, with this long introduction behind us, we ascend.  

Perhaps not as spectacularly as Abraham leading Isaac up Mt. Moriah, Moses removing his sandals before 
the burning bush on Mt. Horeb, or Jesus flabbergasting Peter with the transfiguration on Mt. Tabor.  

Nevertheless, in the following class activity, we will pursue a simple theological reflection that emerges 
from immersion in an experience fusing nature, sound, and silence. 

The MODEL? 

See  Judge  Act 
 

1. What is going on and why?  
 

2. What ought to be going on?  
 

3. How might we respond? 
 

Again, the concern is 
to explain a practical 
situation, 
understanding the 
situation through a 
dialogue between 
secular and 
theological 
perspectives, before 
changing the 
situation with 
renewed praxis. 

The LOCATION? 

We’ll meet at 
10:30am sharp for a 
10:40am start at J. C. 
Slaughter Falls, where 
the road and car-park 
end and the walks up 
Mt. Cootha begin. 
(See here for maps.)  

 
  

http://goo.gl/maps/M5ffO
http://goo.gl/maps/c6jSO
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Class Activity 12.4: Everyday Theology of Nature & Noise 
**Distance students can either try this activity by themselves or with some friends, or work more 

thoroughly through the various activities in §3.1-3.3 above. After this, work through the See–Judge–Act 
model in pursuit of an everyday theology of either nature or noise, resulting in one new weekly pattern 

that affects how you live. Either way, do get out for a walk in nature, singing a soulful song!** 
 
At 10:40am we’ll divide into 3 groups that will each walk in silence from the falls up the gentle slope of 
Mt. Cootha before debrief at the top ~25 minutes later [head right at the road to open patch on left ]: 
 
#1. Nature: In silence, your task is to see God’s creation around you. What stands out? What brings you 
joy? What colours do you see? Focus on the faculty of sight. Even better than general observations, take 
some photos and choose *one* that represents the crux of your experience. 
 
#2. Sound: In silence, your task is to hear God’s creation around you. What creatures do you hear? What 
other sounds emerge in the mix? What noise is most grating? What noise brings you joy? By the time you 
reach the top, be ready to share about the *one* sound that most stood out and drew your mind to God. 
 
#3. Silence: In silence, your task is to sense God’s presence around you. You’ll wear ear plugs for your trip 
up the mountain. The aim isn’t to observe what’s out there, so much as to calm your spirit and connect 
with inner rhythms such as your breathing and heart-beat every step. Reflect on the experience of 
silence. Where does God lead you in prayer? How do you sense His love—or absence?—in the stillness.  
 
At ~11:10 we will sit together as a group and read Psalm 19 (with ear-plugs out!) before singing a song 
together in the round: 
 
      Father   we adore you   |   lay our lives before you   |   how we love you 
 
      Jesus     we adore you   |   lay our lives before you   |   how we love you 
 
      Spirit    we adore you   |   lay our lives before you   |   how we love you 
 
At ~11:20 we’ll break into the 3 groups in an open dialogue working through the See–Judge–Act model: 
 
     11:20     See … describe what is going on in terms of either nature, sound, or silence 
     11:25     Judge … understand your present practices, seeking Scripturally what should be going on 
     11:30     Act … each come up with *one* change you’ll make in this area to your everyday life 
 
The aim is to align our believing and our behaving in pursuit of more faithful practice/truthful action. 
 
At ~11:35 form groups of 3, with one person from each larger group (nature, sound, or silence).  
 
Each share your experience on the walk, and a snap-shot of your theological reflection resulting in your 
intended change for this coming week. 
 
At ~11:50 we will walk back down to the car-park before heading home from there ~12:15pm. 
 
Dot point your action point below: What *one* change will I make toward more truthful action. 

 _______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

http://www.mustdobrisbane.com/outdoors-walks-bush/jc-slaughter-falls-mt-coot-tha
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E640Q6bC64I
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A Psalm of David (The Message Paraphrase) 

19 1-2 God’s glory is on tour in the skies, 
  God-craft on exhibit across the horizon. 
Madame Day holds classes every morning, 
  Professor Night lectures each evening. 

3-4 Their words aren’t heard,  
  their voices aren’t recorded, 
But their silence fills the earth: 
  unspoken truth is spoken everywhere. 

4-5 God makes a huge dome 
  for the sun—a superdome! 
The morning sun’s a new husband 
  leaping from his honeymoon bed, 
The daybreaking sun an athlete 
  racing to the tape. 

6 That’s how God’s Word vaults across the skies 
  from sunrise to sunset, 
Melting ice, scorching deserts, 
  warming hearts to faith. 

7-9 The revelation of GOD is whole 
  and pulls our lives together. 
The signposts of GOD are clear 
  and point out the right road. 
The life-maps of GOD are right, 
  showing the way to joy. 
The directions of GOD are plain 
  and easy on the eyes. 
GOD’s reputation is twenty-four-carat gold, 
  with a lifetime guarantee. 
The decisions of GOD are accurate 
  down to the nth degree. 

10 God’s Word is better than a diamond, 
  better than a diamond set between emeralds. 
You’ll like it better than strawberries in spring, 
  better than red, ripe strawberries. 

Reflection Activities 12.1-12.4  
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related 
boxes on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide. 
 
#12.1  What role does silence and stillness play in your everyday life? What about song? 
#12.2  Has there been a time God made you lie down in green pastures? Why? What changed? 
#12.3  After Class Activity 12.4, see and judge your practices concerning creation, sound, or silence.  
#12.4  After Class Activity 12.4, what one pattern will you change this week toward more truthful action? 
 

 

11-14 There’s more: God’s Word warns us of danger 
  and directs us to hidden treasure. 
Otherwise how will we find our way? 
  Or know when we play the fool? 
Clean the slate, God, so we can start the day fresh! 
  Keep me from stupid sins, 
  from thinking I can take over your work; 
Then I can start this day sun-washed, 
  scrubbed clean of the grime of sin. 
These are the words in my mouth; 
  these are what I chew on and pray. 
Accept them when I place them 
  on the morning altar, 
O God, my Altar-Rock, 
  God, Priest-of-My-Altar. 
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3.5 Final Reflections from a Frustrated Photographer 

As this module comes to a close, I thought it worth including one of the optional readings from this week. 
It’s a reflection I put together for wonderingfair.com. It’s easy to romanticise our connection with nature, 
especially now that we’re detached from the wild aspect of wilderness. Yet, even in the most beautiful 
places on earth, we live between the “very good” of creation and the “even better” of final consummation. 
We live in a world groaning because its gardeners abandoned the Creator God and became transfixed with 
what He had made (Romans 1:18-32). Worse, this world is fallen because we focused in on our own 
handiwork and image rather than looking out to steward a good gift.  

Perhaps my own grappling with the goodness and yet fallenness of both the garden and the gardener, 
paradise and the photographer, will give you a new lens through which to view your interrelating?  

 

I have a love–hate relationship with photography. Ever since I was a kid, my recollection of events and 
places is tied to particular images either mum or I captured. My earliest memory is as a two year old, on a 
family holiday to New Zealand: we’re dressed in bright yellow plastic ponchos and I’m clinging to dad’s leg 
as this little tour boat cruises into the spray of a majestic waterfall. Flicking through mum’s extensive photo 
collection as a teen, I discovered this precise photo, detail for detail. Which came first: the experience or 
the image? I still don’t know. 

Colloquially, my condition is known as ‘snap happy’. Once I 
possessed my first camera around ten, the world was mine. Any 
experience could be reproduced with an image. And there was 
no better experience to capture than a hike. Atop gusty Mt. 
Kinabalu in Malaysia; besides the still reflections of the Rockies 
on Lake Moraine; traversing craggy peaks at Cradle Mountain in 
Tasmania—wherever it may be, my trusty camera is by my side, 
ready to re-present the glories of God’s creation in a negative. 
So when we returned to New Zealand this last holiday—a haven 
for happy snappers—it was no surprise (or joy) to my wife Nikki 
that my camera came too. 

On my good days, I love photography. The image is a marker stone celebrating where we’ve been. It 
reminds me of this impalpable beauty, this sense of wonder standing like a toddler before a world too big 
to fathom. Take the photo below. The day after a dump of fresh snow, Nik and I are tramping up to 1800 
metres at Mueller Hut. We’re opposite New Zealand’s most famous peak, Aoraki, the cloud piercer—better 
known as Mt. Cook. I didn’t want to forget this! Simply stunning. I wielded my camera like a priest swinging 
his thurible as smoke fills the temple: click, click, click—my spirit sang something too deep for words as 
pixel met pixel in a panorama of praise. It didn’t seem to matter how many shots I snapped, I could never 
do this justice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://wonderingfair.com/2012/02/22/the-frustrated-photographer/
http://wonderingfair.com/2012/02/22/the-frustrated-photographer/
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But herein lies my ‘hate’ relationship with photography, for I am a frustrated photographer. How much the 
flat image leaves out! Looking at this image, you just don’t get it! You can’t see the peaks past the white-
space of the photo’s border. You aren’t chewing on fresh snow as it revives your energy following the tiring 
climb. You can’t sense the sun beating on your shoulders, or hear the song of the Kia as it swoops from 
God-knows where to steal your lunch! And that’s not even to mention the groan of the glacier and the 
thunderous crack of the occasional avalanche, all in the company of my beautiful and athletic wife! You see 
an image; I recall an experience. Two dimensions cannot do Mueller Hut justice! How irreducible is the 
grandeur of a mountain! 

And yet, I do try. I persist in taking image after image, reducing the wonder to a digital reproduction 
viewable on my 5cm2 preview screen. But why? My frustration rises, though it’s no longer about the view. 
It’s about me. 

It’s so subtle. The shift from praise to power is subconscious. Unlike my wife, content to swim in the 
ineffable experience—a small part of the whole, taking beauty into herself—I desire to ‘capture’ the 
moment. What is bigger than me must be reduced, made manageable—it’s to be controlled and brought 
out to impress friends. “Wow, you take great photos; where was that?” Yes, forget the scenery and notice 
my grandeur. My camera has become a mirror, celebrating my skill and reflecting my ego. One photo is 
never enough: I squat in the snow seeking just the right angle, and for good measure take another photo of 
my wife’s back—the frustrated photographer’s wife—as she treks on to greater vistas. 

I and It, or I and Thou … how do we engage 
the world? Perhaps you’re familiar with this 
classic distinction made by Martin Buber 
way back in 1923. On that magnificent hike, 
seeing everything as through a lens, I 
managed to reduce creation, the Creator, 
and even my wife to an It. It is merely an 
object detached from myself, waiting to be 
managed, captured and controlled for my 
own purposes—a flat image to induce 
excitement over past experiences or 
adulation from impressed onlookers. Like a 
scientist staring only through a microscope, I 
was killing the specimen to keep it still. 
When the world reduced to an It, wonder 
gave way to frustration. 

The same temptation presents in all manner of fields: the frustrated teacher, frustrated theologian, 
frustrated husband, frustrated son, the frustrated human. In trying to ‘capture’ something—whether a 
panorama or a potentate—we inevitably reduce it to something less than it is in order to bring it under our 
control. But creation and the Creator defies reduction. At the heart of our existence is relationship with an 
unbounded other, Thou. Approach with wonder; engage with delight—my best attempts to understand the 
other and re-present the experience are but a humble invitation to live beyond myself: my power, and my 
control. 

The frustrated photographer in me is still learning to let go. I can’t capture a mountain; how much less can I 
capture the eternal Thou in whom we all live, move and have our being. Without meaning to sound cliché, I 
am so thankful to God who has already offered us the perfect image in His Son (John 14:9; Colossians 1:15-
20; Hebrews 1:3.). I don’t yet perceive or relate as I ought, but by His humble self disclosure and ineffable 
light, I’m beginning to see everything else clearly. 
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As we close this module, we must remember that we are not simply “thinking things” but “desiring 
creatures”. Developing a “theology for everyday life” is not just about understanding rightly, but loving 
truly. That is, we must be intentional in our habitual practices (or ‘liturgies’) so that our hearts are 
formed to love the Kingdom of God. Again, “theology begets doxology”. Learning is in the service of 
worship. Thus, as we will do each week, let us close by singing the Doxology: 
 

Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow; 
Praise Him, all creatures here below; 
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host; 

Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen. 
 
 

 

Forum Activity for Module 12 
Journal #11 (PC621 only: OVERVIEW, 500 words, with essay submission): Complete one final reflection as 
an OVERVIEW. In 500 words you are to (a) explain (describe), understand (interpret—make sense of) and 
suggest how to change *one* aspect of your life evidencing the greatest disparity between what you 
believe in your head, and practice with your body, i.e. aligning your thinking and doing; (b) suggest the 
most important lifestyle changes you plan to make in response to this course, to better use your time. 

In each of weeks 3 through 12 (inclusive) of the semester, please submit a 150-200 word journal entry on 
the previous module’s topic comprising: 

a. Your personal experience of and Christian reflection on the assigned practice for the module.            
(Be sure to reference at least one of the pre-readings each entry) 

b. A brief statement about your use of your time during the previous week, together with a concise 
self-evaluation 

For each Moodle Module, I’ve set up a forum bubble.  
 
It is *not* required that you post your 150-200 word 
reflection to this forum—especially if it’s more personal 
than you want to reveal. That said, doing this weekly may be a helpful discipline to process as the course 
progresses rather than leaving it to the last minute. Additionally, it engages the distance students as you 
share your thoughts and respond to what others share. So, give it a go! 
 
PLEASE NOTE: I am very aware of the fact that journal entries such as those envisaged here will by their nature 
contain personal material, and so let me: 1) assure you of confidentiality (except with your permission, my eyes will 
be the only ones to see what you have written); and 2) on that basis encourage you to let me walk beside you this 
semester as we attempt to narrow the gap between our faith and our behaviour. 

It is neither wise nor possible for me to attempt to grade your experience. However, the quality of your reflection 
on that experience is gradable, and I’ll be assessing your journal entries on the basis of the following key criteria: 

1. You have reflected seriously & perceptively on the assigned topic/practice = SEE 
2. You have formulated a distinctly Christian response to the topic/practice = JUDGE 
3. You suggest possible or necessary changes to your attitudes and behaviour as a result of your deliberately 

Christian reflection on these sometimes “mundane” issues = ACT 
4. You provide an honest self-evaluation of the use of your time during the week 
5. You have engaged at least one pre-reading per entry 

It is expected that you will submit your journal entries in a neat (typed) and coherent form. 

Put your response on the Moodle Forum (150-200 words) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lM5mGugb8A&feature=related
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Preparation for Next Week …  
 Journal work (as per the unit guide assessment requirement) both addressing the set 

question, and keeping tabs on your time during that week. If it suits, post your journal 
reflection to the Moodle forum. 

 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide pp6-7 … come ready to share on each of the following: 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 
 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 
 -an implication—“so what” for your theology of everyday life 

 -an application—something useful right now in your context 

 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share your theology for one aspect of everyday life  

 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share a spiritual practice/discipline that we can try out 
during the following week as a way of staying alert to God’s presence throughout every 
minute of every daily activity. 

Significance for Christian theology, life and thought... 
 

Like last module, the following aren’t my thoughts concerning how to see and hear the beauty of 
God even through the cacophony and distractions. But, they are from a friend in Spain—connected 
with the Lausanne movement for world evangelization—with whom I write at wonderingfair.com, 
Hélder Favarin. (See WF article here.) I think he captures our contemporary challenge in this pithy 
story … so may Hélder’s reflections “Can You Hear the Music” awaken you as it did me. 

   

 

It was rush hour at the metro station L’Enfant Plaza in Washington, D.C. Hundreds of people were 
heading to their work on that cold January morning. Suddenly, a man wearing a pair of jeans, a 
long-sleeved T-shirt and a baseball cap takes a violin out of its case and begins to play. He leaves the 
case open, in front of him, depending on people’s generosity to receive some money for his 
performance. He starts with ‘Chaconne’, composed by Johann Sebastian Bach and described as one 
of the most complicated violin pieces to master. Three minutes went by until the first person briefly 
stopped to listen. 

The man played a number of extraordinary classical compositions 
for approximately 45 minutes. In total, 1097 people walked by him 
during his performance. Only 6 people stopped to listen for a 
while and 20 more threw some money in the case, but kept 
walking. At the end, he had collected US$ 32.17. 

The violin player was Joshua Bell. Have you heard of him? He is 
one of the finest musicians in the world and played at the station 
with a violin worth US$ 3.5 million. Two days before, Joshua Bell 
sold out at a theatre in Boston and the seats averaged US$ 100.00. 

Bell’s ‘concert’ at the metro was actually an experiment conducted by the Washington Post, a 
respected North-American newspaper, and recorded by a hidden camera.[1] The underlying purpose 
was to identify whether we appreciate and recognize beauty and talent in an unexpected context. If 
you happened to be at the L’Enfant Plaza station on that morning, how do you think you’d have 
reacted? As I naturally tend to be late for my commitments, I’d probably have walked by! 

 

http://wonderingfair.com/2012/09/06/can-you-hear-the-music/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L%27Enfant_Plaza_%28Washington_Metro%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Washington,_D.C.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joshua_Bell
http://www.joshuabell.com/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/04/04/AR2007040401721.html
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God tends to communicate beauty and splendour through unusual 
situations and in unexpected contexts. The Bible overflows with 
narratives of people who were touched by God’s music in places and 
conditions they never expected. Elijah is one example. On a certain 
occasion he was frightened, tired and depressed, standing on a mountain 
called Horeb. So, according to the biblical account, ‘[...] a great and 
powerful wind tore the mountains apart and shattered the rocks before 
the Lord, but the Lord was not in the wind. After the wind there was an 
earthquake, but the Lord was not in the earthquake. After the 
earthquake came a fire, but the Lord was not in the fire. And after the 
fire came a gentle whisper.’[2] And then, only then, God spoke to Elijah. 

Bono, U2 vocalist, describes this in this way: “… God is in the slums, in the cardboard boxes where 
the poor play house. God is in the silence of a mother who has infected her child with a virus that 
will end both their lives. God is in the cries heard under the rubble of war. God is in the debris of 
wasted opportunity and lives…”[3] 

This perception has challenged me. I suppose the question is 
not whether God is playing, but whether I am willing to 
recognize his music on the metro stations of life. God seems to 
be playing the violin where we generally wouldn’t expect.  
What if we actually stopped to listen? 

 

[1]http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/04/04/AR2007040401721.html 

[2] 1 Kings 19:11-12. 

[3] Keynote address at the 54th National Prayer Breakfast, Washington D.C., 2006. 

[Dave’s addition: Remember back to module 3, how to engage the Scriptures? …  

Through the Holy Spirit, we are called to faithfully improvise in the fifth act, telling and retelling this story as the 
story of the world. As we find ourselves in this story, the Holy Spirit directs us, just like Stephen, to join God’s 
mission of making all things new.   

Well, in this light, music is a brilliant way to capture God’s own playing on the world.  

See how N. T. Wright depicts Jesus’ improvisation here; cf. Tolkien’s The Silmarillion, with the creation myth: 
at its commencement, Ainulindale, one the most beautiful of the class Illuvatur and the Ainur sing the World 
into existence, here. 

May we faithfully join in with God’s song.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://wonderingfair.com/Users/H%C3%A9lder%20Favarin/Downloads/2nd%20Article%20-%20Joshua%20Bell.doc#_ftnref1
http://wonderingfair.com/Users/H%C3%A9lder%20Favarin/Downloads/2nd%20Article%20-%20Joshua%20Bell.doc#_ftnref1
http://wonderingfair.com/Users/H%C3%A9lder%20Favarin/Downloads/2nd%20Article%20-%20Joshua%20Bell.doc#_ftnref2
http://wonderingfair.com/Users/H%C3%A9lder%20Favarin/Downloads/2nd%20Article%20-%20Joshua%20Bell.doc#_ftnref3
http://ntwrightpage.com/2016/07/12/how-can-the-bible-be-authoritative/
http://www.mediafire.com/file/wjt9hcbj7yy9bwq/The_Violin_Guild_by_N.T._Wright.mp4
http://www.tolkienion.com/texts/silclient.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/04/04/AR2007040401721.html
http://www.mediafire.com/file/wjt9hcbj7yy9bwq/The_Violin_Guild_by_N.T._Wright.mp4

